Financial Aids Office may face
programs 13.1%e diWdyt. been split
By WARREN HEIN
A plan is presently being adopted from EOP’s beginning, when the camto officially combine the Black pus first began receiving funds from
Educational Opportunity Program state and federal sources. For every
I EOP) and the Chicano EOP program dollar the state comes up with for the
in California State Universities for EOP. four federal dollars come to the
the first time in EOP’s five year program.
Recently Pres. Nixon decided to cut
existence.
St. S. Saffold, director of the Black HEW funds, having an uncertain
EOP at San lose State University effect on MR Saffold said.
He also explained that EOP funds
stated last week the campus, with
pressure from the chancellor’s office, do not arrive "split", but in "one lump
has been ordered to combine the two sum" to be distributed to the Chicano
and Black EOP, according to how the
separate programs.
The federal Dept. of Health. Dean of Student Services and a comEducation, and Welfare I HEW) mittee of the Academic Council sees
investigated the EOP program at fit.
Chicano EOP now gets about 58 per
SJSU last August and found both
Chicano and Black programs were cent of the funds, while the Black
Saffold EOP gets 42 per cent. But after the
nature.
identical
in
present reconstruction of the Black
explained.
"The HEW came in and reviewed EOP building at Ninth and San
the operations of the Black EOP and Fernando Streets is completed, the
Chicano EOP programs and saw that two groups will be formally comwe had two identifiable programs bined.
Completion of the construction
that duplicated each other." stated
Saffold. "The chancellor’s office should be finished by July 1. said Salfold, and the Chicano EOP will then
jumped on that."
According to Saffold. the two occupy part of the eight unit former

apartment house. ’rhe Black EOP
now uses three units of the complex,
while the rest is being hammered and
rebuilt to accommodate the Chicano
EOP. Saf fold said the reported cost is
about $10.000.
Saffold indicated the combining of
the two programs into one overall
EOP will be a difficult undertaking,
not only because the program has
been split for the past five years. but
because of differences in the two
racial groups.
"We’re still in the developmental
stage as to how the program will
work." stated Saffold. "We’ll have to
define tutors, counselors, and aids

eakdown." But as
into some I
far as records and files are concerned.
Saffold said all of them will be kept in
the same file system.
"I guess they (HEW. while investigating last August) put themselves
in a position where they looked at
themselves as being Chinese." said
Saffold, sighting another reason why
there is going to be one EOP program
for all minorities.
Presently, the Asian -Americans on
campus have no EOP funds granted
to them through the present EOP
program. But starting in July. Saffold
said there is going tithe "a combining
philosophy as tar as EOP is

3 million cut
comet tied.
"We’re going to deal with just EOP.
not Black or Brown," he said.
Meetings have been taking place
every week since August between
Gabriel Reyes, director of Chicano
EOP. Saf fold. and Roy Hirabayashi
of Asian -American studies to work
out the new program’s concept and to
understand each other’s position in
the upcoming system. One of the
problems mentioned by Saffold is the
simple question. "Who will be the
director?"
Reyes, as director of the Chicano
EOP. has an assistant. Saffold also
has an assistant working with him.

01(1111}4 It; :1411010.110111 men have
staff members that perform certain
vital tasks. How these members of
both programs will be incorporated
into the new system is a question that
will be worked out in time.
The important thing. Saffold mentioned, is the act of all the minorities
working together to get the money
and programs they think they
deserve from the administration at
SOUL

"If we fight amongst ourselves, it’s
going to be that much easier for
people to say. "we’re going to make
the decision ior you.-
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EOP combines funds, services in July
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By LAURA DAYTON
On the second floor of building X.
above the Housing Office at 319 S.
Fifth St. an "on campus facility" for
SJSU Pres, John Bunzel is being completed. In an address to the Academic
Council yesterday Bunzel explained
his reasons for this facility.
"The president has a very important function to meet with certain
people and groups. city officials.
legislative leaders, representatives
of minorities, students and faculty
members," he said. Pres. Bunzel feels
the need for a relaxed, private atmosphere to entertain his guests at
the university. He is quite happy
with his new entertainment room and
feels it will meet his needs.
Building X, built prior to World
War II, consisted of five fully contained apartments before the school
purchased it. Pres. Bunzers "on -campus facility" consists of the two
upstairs apartments.
Pres. Bunzel claims that the rooms
are esssentially as they were, with
two bathrooms and a fireplace. The
"living room" will hold about 10
persons. There are accommodations
for Pres. Bunzel or his guests to spend
the night.
all
that
said
Dr. Bunzel
furnishings, draperies and wood
paneling has been donated from the
community. He would not comment
from whom, but expressed his
gratitude.
The cost of the heating and air conditioning units came to $2,595 and
was the only project that went out to
contract. Additional costs, including
light fixtures, re -tiling and shower
doors, have come to $3,730.58,
bringing the total cost so far to
$8.325.58, Pres. Bunzel said. This
money has come from a Minor
Capital Outlay Project fund of
$188,000 for the campus. He said that
no state money has been used for
furnishings 01 decor.

Rent control
group meets
The TIs Action Group (TAG),
which wants to establish rent control
In San Jose, will meet Thursday at
7:30 p.m.. in the Tenant Union office
at 255 E. William St.
The meeting is open to "anybody
interested in rolling all rents back to
Aug. 15. 1971, and establishing an
elected rent control board in San
lose," according to Bud Carney. head
of the Tenant Union.
Carney said representatives from a
tenant group In Palo Alto will attend
the meeting to advise on the problems
In getting a rent control initiative on
the ballot and voted into law.

Pres. Bunzel has been planning this
facility for quite some time. After the
school gained university status, Dr.
Bunzel said he"felt the time was right
to see if there might be a place on
campus" for this facility.
Remodeling began over Christmas
vacation. No date has been given for
its completion but Pres. Bunzel said
he hopes to have an open house when
that time comes. He added that his
wife must still make a few finishing
touches.
Presently, there is paper over the
windows. According to Dr. Bonze!,
this is because they do not have
draperies up as yet and the sun would
fade the furniture.
Pres. Bunzel stated that the nine
University of California campuses
have similar, but much more
elaborate facilities known as
chancellor’s houses. Dr. Bunzel refers
to his facilities as "a modest hospitality house." He feels this addition
to the campus will "contribute to the
university to put forth its best."
the
Extension
Previously
Services occupied Building X. When
the Extension Services was moved to
the Journalism Building the Housing
and
Office moved downstairs
vacated the upstairs. The building is
located across the street from the
campus police and between the Black
Environmental Studies
and
buildings.

April deadline

for lit contest
The deadline tor submitting
manuscripts to the English Office FO
104 for the Phelan LiteraryContest is
5 p.m. April 4. Carbon copies of all
manuscripts may also be submitted
to Reed magazine FO 218 or FO 104
which has a deadline of March 10.
The writer’s name or signature
must not appear anywhere on the
manuscript. A cover sheet must accompany each entry and have the
name of the writer, the title and the
division of entry for the contribution.
The divisions are: patterned verse,
sonnet (non -satirical), free verse
or
satireprose
( non -satirical),
verse (free or patterned), short story
(over 2,000 words), short short story
(under 2,000 words), formal essay
argumentative).
(expository
or
familiar essay or reminiscence,
critical essay (literary criticism or
review) and play (one to three acts,
prose or verse.)
No contestant may submit more
than two manuscripts in each of the
ten categories. Only students with
six and one-half units or more and
registered for the spring semester
may apply.

By BOB PIOMBO
San Jose State University’sFinancial Aids Office may lose about $3
million if Congress passes Pres.
Nixon’s proposed budget cuts, according to Donald Ryan, director of
Financial Aids.
The President’s proposed budget
allows no money for the educational
opportunity grant program (E.O.G.)
and causes a 70 per cent reduction for
the National Direct Students Loan
program (NDSL). formerly the
National Student Defense Loan.
He hopes to supplement these with
a basic opportunity grant porgram
(BOG).
Ryan, Nixon’s
According to
proposed budget will allow $800
million for BOG to be allocated to
institutions of higher learning across
the nation. The money will be used as
student scholarships ranging from
$200 to $1,400.
The grant would be administered
by an outside agency, not an
educational institution nor the U.S.
Office of Education. Money from the
grant will be given directly to
students, bypassing the Financial
Aids Office,
For SJSU, the outside agency will
be either a private non-profit
organization, or the California State
Scholarship Commission.
"If students are funded at the
maximum levels," said Ryan, "the
loss of EOG will not be that great."
However, he added that the reduction

in the NDSL could have serious
effects on the success of B.O.G.
"$1,400 is not enough to help many
students through school," said Ryan.
"The defense loan is a valuable supplement to EOG. It’s essential to continue the defense loan to supplement
BOG," he emphasized.
Garvin J. Ivens, SISU Controller,
sees the Nixon budget on the whole
as a shift in funds.
"You can’t just keep increasing the
federal budget," said Ivens. "I think
Nixon is trying to determine which
agencies are most beneficial and
redirect federal funds where they’ll
do the most good."
!vans pointed out the funds
allocated for BOG would be larger
than those allocated for EOG. NDSL,
and work study combined.
"BOG may hurt an individual
student." said [vans, "but don’t forget
we’re serving large numbers of
students."
More students would qualify for
BOG than could qualify for loans and
grants under EOG or NDSL. said
Ivans.
"Right now a small portion of
students get the most amount of
money. What’s wrong with trying to
serve more students?" he added.
[vans emphasized that in studying
the proposed budget one should look
at "the whole ball of wax" and not
just isolated examples.
BOG will help the middle income
student, said Ricahrd C. Pfaff, finan-

cial aids counselor. It is based partly
on the tuition cost of the school a
student wishes to attend, not merely
a student’s general need.
In other words, ’It could allow a
middle income family to send its
children to Stanford," explained
Pfaff.
Pres. Nixon’s theory, according to
Pfaff, is based on the concept that
every student is entitled to some sort
of grant to allow him to go to school.
"I agree with the theory," said
Pfaff, "but not with the application.
There just isn’t enough money."
There will be problems getting the
budget approved by Congress, he
said.
According to Pfaff, three basic
programs EOG, NDSL and the work
study program constitute about 95
per cent of all federal aid to students.
Congress had stipulated these
three programs be funded to 80 per
cent before BOG is allocated any
funds.
Since Pres. Nixon’s budget does
not allow for the necessary amount of
funds for EOG and NDSL, Pfaff
believes "the matter is far from
resolved."
Work study, successful at SJSU in
the past, may be cut from $270
million to $250 million, a reduction of
seven per cent. Pfaff said this would
still leave work study with "substantial funds."
SJSU may be affected on a state as
well as a federal level. Academic Vice

Pres. Burton Brazil explained the
state support of schools adjusts itself
to the amount of federal support.
Consequently, said Dr. Brazil, the
state government is slow to put
through a budget until it knows what
the federal government is going to do.
The federal and state governments
"sometimes play waiting games with
the student caught in the middle,"
said Dr. Brazil.
Ivens believes, however, the indirect effects on SJSU will not be that
great, adding that the large effects
will be on a state level.
The outcome of Pres. Nixon’s
proposed budget cuts is still smatter
of speculation.
Ryan thinks it would be almost impossible to put BOG into effect by
next semester.
An agency has to be found to administer BOG; a level of funding
must be specified and maintained by
the program; application forms must
be developed to
adequately
determine who will get the money
and how much, and the students
must be notified and the scholarship
money sent to them.
With the Congressional debate
over the BOG proposal lasting
probably three months, Ryan
believes there is no time to implement
Pres. Nixon’s proposal by next
semester.
Pfaff thinks EOG and NDSL may
continue in the fall.

Nixon protests POW return delay
By IAN GUSTINA
Compiled from The Associated Press
Because of delay in the second
scheduled American
round
of
prisoner releases from North Vietnam, Pres. Nixon instructed
Secretary of State William P. Rogers
yesterday to demand clarification of
the problem "on a most urgent basis."
Rogers and representatives of the
North Vietnamese are in Paris fort he
international conference, called to
seal the Vietnam peace agreement.
White House spokesmen said
Hanoi is in violation of Article IV of
the Vietnam peace agreement which
declared that prisoners should be
returned "at a rate no slower than the
rate of withdrawal of American and
allied forces."
HANOI 120 BEHIND
To date, the U.S. has withdrawn
more than half the troops it had in
South Vietnam at the time the
agreement was signed. In order to
keep pace with the withdrawal.
Hanoi would have to release 120
more Americans immediately, adding to the 155 servicemen and eight
civilians that have already been
released.
Press secretary Ronald L. Ziegler
announced terms of the peace
agreement make it clear that the pace

of prisoner releases cannot be linked
to any factors other than the
withdrawal rate and said the U.S.
"will not accept linking the prisoner
question with any other matter involved in the agreement."
*In a statement yesterday, apparently linked to the delay, Hanoi
voiced a request for the release of
civilian prisoners held by the Saigon
regime and an end to harassment of
the Viet Cong and North Vietnamese
delegations to the Joint Military
Committee. They also charged the
U.S. with delaying the removal of
from North Vietnamese
mines
rarbors.
PROPOGANDA PLOY
U.S. officials in Saigon said they
viewed the North Vietnamese move
as a propaganda ploy aimed at
portraying Hanoi as an advocate of
peace before an international
conference in Paris while depicting
Saigon and the United Stated as the
chief violators of the cease-fire.
U.S. delegation spokesmen said
America had "categorically rejected"
Communist accusations of U.S.
cease-fire violations but "had continuing evidence of gross violations
by the Communist side including the
infiltration of several thousand
North Vietnamese troops since Jan.

SJSU student triumphs
in fiction -writing contest
Reed magazine has announced the
winners of its latest fiction and
poetry contest for San lose State
University students.
Tom McCarty, editor of the only
A.S. Council funded campus
magazine, said the winning fiction
Fred
was
by
contribution
Handsfield, and was an excerpt from
a book he is writing. The student’s
contribution was titled. "Under the
Big Top."
The winner of the best poem award
was English major David Reynolds
for his poem titled, "The
Executioner’s Breakfast."
McCarty explained although the
writing contest is over, manuscripts
are still being accepted for

publication in this year’s copy of
Reed, which will come out in April.
An art contest is presently going on
for front page and inner page contributions. Two prizes of $50 each
will be awarded for the cover design,
while a $25 prize will be awarded for
inner art.
Deadline for both the art contest
and the manuscript turn -in is March
10.
McCarty discussed Reed’s future
at SJSU.
"Last year the A.S. council gave us
$1,500 and we barely made production costs. This year we want to print
two issues of Reed. so we’re asking
$2.700," stated McCarty.

28 and the introduction of military
plus enemy -initiated
equipment
shooting on the ground."
DELAY TEMPORARY
American officials expect the delay
to be "temporary." the U.S.

delegation spokesman Robert J.
McCloskey said, "We didn’t come to
Paris to see the conference fail and I
hope we can settle this question in
Paris by talks with the North Vietnamese here."

Director may leave
experimental college
By MIKE MITCHELL
The Experimental College (ExC).
or South Bay People’s University
(SBPU) as it is unofficially known,
may be looking for a new director in
the fall.
Lee Mercer has been acting director
of the program. but said that his
return next fall is in doubt.
The SBPU is an A.S. funded, nonacademic organization in which
classes may be taught by anyone, and
attended by interested students.
Mercer explained that his interests
have been growing in other directions, partially as a result of a conflict of interests with the SBPU.
The conflict results from his desire
to spend more time on the concept of
community access to the media.
which, coupled with his job and the
SEIPU, is not now possible.
"An example of what I’d like to see
develop from the SBPU," he said. "is
Focus on Media’s original idea of
holding a media workshop." which
grew into a training program for community media access technicians.
Currently. Mercer is working on a
film for New College, and his own
interest in this aspect of communications has grown. This, in fact
he says. is the main reason for his
depart ure.
Mercer is no stranger to innovative
education. He came into San lose
State University’s New College
predecessor, the Tutorials program.
"It was a lower division inter-disciplinary program attempting to
Integrate diverse studies into one
whole," Mercer said.
After trying normally structured
courses one semester that "just didn’t
strike me as being an education."
Mercer spent from 1988 to 1971
trying to develop with others on

underwater national park in Honduras.
Upon his return to SISIJ he went
into New College (N.C.), created
during his absence. He soon found
himself in the Experimental College,
earning only (N.C.) credit for
participation.
Last summer Mercer received pay.
That discontinued, Mercer said.
because "I looked at the budget and
thought the money really should go
Into other areas."
Though Mercer believes A.S. funding in the past has reflected accurately what the SBPLI’s lack of
organization had deserved, "this
situation has been greatly improved."
"My hopes." Mercer continued,
"are that the A.S. will budget enough
to pay the new director for the job."
--11111111.11111114111111110111
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Editorial

Blatant act of terror
Last Wednesday an Israeli
Air Force jet shot down a
Libyan airliner when it strayed
over the Sinai Desert into
Israeli air space.
Ninety -plus persons were
killed, and the Arab nations
reacted with outrage. One
:.1 Arab newspaper, "El Moudjahid," claimed even the
Munich tradegy could not
equal the horror of this incident.
To treat an unarmed,
passenger airliner as a military
threat and blatantly gun it
down certainly represents
irresponsible judgement on the
part of the Israeli Air Force or
an act of unpardonable
terrorism.
The reaction by the Arab
i
’ world is not only an expected
I one, it is pretty close to being
completely justified.
The only thing that keeps it
from being a completely justified reaction is that the
1 Arabs’ hands are not exactly
free of blood either.
Both sides are guilty of praci ticing terrorism. The killing of
Jewish athletes in Munich by
Arab terrorists was a
i calculated act of terrorism, as
i were the reprisal raids by the
i Israeli Air Force on guerilla
1 sanctuaries in Arabian countries.
In fact, the whole history of
i
the Middle East, since the
i
ibloody birth of the modern
Israeli nation. can be measured
from one calculated terrorist
i act to the next. And, these acts
i
been numerous enough to
Ihave
fill several volumes.
Israel. according to her
defenders, is fighting for her
very existence. There is no
i doubt this is true.
The Arab nations are
i
determined to get back from
........-,
-,..........

Israel what they lost in the Six
Days War, and also seem
continue
to
determined
threatening Israel’s very
existence until some kind of
adjustment is made.
It is time that both sides
stopped to take a long look at
the seething mess they have
created. Terrorism, without a
doubt, will breed further
terrorism, and that sort of
breeding can only lead to complete escalation.
The nation of Israel is a fact.
It exists, and is determined to
continue that existence. The
Arab nations are sooner or
later going to have to accept
that fact.
But, the Israelis are looked at

by many as being interlopers.
since they carved their nation
out of land that had belonged
to the Arabs for centuries. Add
to that the fact that they took
even further lands in the Six
Days War and it’s no wonder
the Arabs are determined to
regain some of their lost
territory.
lithe Israelis want toexist in
the Middle East without
having to constantly fight
tooth and nail for their very
existence, they are going to
have to learn that fine art of
compromise.
Both sides are going to have
to learn how to compromise, or
the only solution may be a
bloody, futile war.

1
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Israeli Version of ’Peace with Honor’
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Picket table, MECHA reorganized
Jaime 4puljas
Hola, que tel y como les ha ido.
Espero que todos se la esten
wasando atodo mecate. Buena a lo
que vinimos. Ahora si que hay
gran cosa pasando y es de mucha
import ancia para todo y cada uno
le nosotros. Aqui les viene algo
que me dio una carnala par que
les relatara. La chica es una chica
que se le llama a very "Heavy
Chicano" to the max.
Well, here it is. For all those
pasando students and all other
interested individuals. There was
a picket information table set up
Monday. It was set up to inform
de Raza and other students at
large about the lettuce boycott.
We as concerned Chicanos
sympathize with the United Farm
Workers ban against all union
tnd non-union lettuce. It is being
banned because of the possibilities of it being contaminated
with pesticide. We would like to
see TWC Council and Bunzel to do
the same, by stopping all the lettuce of entering campus without
being inspected. Asi es que no
coman lechuga porque puede ser
and hazardous to your health.
Para todo aquel que este
interesado escuchen y lean lo
siguiente. There is going to be pan
dulce mejicano con cafe ahora a
las 11:30 de la manana at Duncan
Hall in room 418 and again at 1:30
but this time it will be over at the
Home Econ. Building in room 3.
Todo est o es pare conseguir genie
muyquiera ser un Deputy Registrars. This is to get people to vote
and also help out in ChicanoCommunity school board campaign. So venga uno y vengan
todos que se va a nececitar todi: Ia
ayuda que se pueda conseguir.
Moving right along. There is
going to he an all day Mass on
March 11. The Mass will be held
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at the Sacred Heart Church.
There are going to be members
of Juan Corona family present.
They will be talking about the
trial. Also there is going to be a
member of the defense committee. Tambien va a ester alli
Rudy y la Familia. All this is
taking place on March 11 starting
at noon and going on until it’s
over. So mark that on your calenhar so you will not forget.
Remember sometime ago I
mentioned the reorganization of
MECHA, pues wait no more
because it is getting on up and
going. MECHA meets every
Friday in the Pacifica Room of the
Student Union. They meet at 3:30
so get yourself together and make
it on down there and do your
thing, Hut Cho, Cha, Chaaa. I feel
From I he Belly of the

that good feeling coming on.
Hey, listen up todos. Now hear
this last minuteline of news, this
Friday March 2 at 8 p.m. at the
Coffee House is going to be open
to all Chicanos. I believe that the
music will be provided by Rudy y
La Fandlia. This is only on a trial
basis so make plans on being
there, for this will enable us its
use in the future if we get a good
turnout, so be there!
Well, like all good things every
thing has to come to an end. This
is all she wrote and she wrote no
more. Nomas quiero decir que en
donde hay muchos node se hace y
donde hay pocos a todo se le encuentra desenlace. Pero si todos
estan unidos se hace un poco mas.
Asi es que hasta entonces amor,
paz y unidad.

114‘11SI

Organize to fight back
Ted James
Editor s Note:
Ted fames, a junior economics
major, is a member of the Radical
Student Union.
Instead of diverting funds
previously spent on the war for
domestic uses, the defense budget
is being increased. At the same
time the Nixon administration is
pulling the rug out from under
desperately needed programs involving job training, educational
opportunities and child care
centers. Meanwhile prices,
especially food, continue their
upward spiral. (And for students
the cost of education increases,
including threatened tuition for
California state universities and
colleges).
Why is this happening? After
years of being conditioned by the
claim voiced largely by "loyal opposition" liberals in Congress and
elsewhere that war funds could
be used for peaceful purposes,
many have expected a better
post -Vietnam economic picture.
This view is based on the false
notion of blaming the war on a
mistaken policy instead of
looking at the structure of the
system that leads to wars and
economic crisis.
A look at the international
situation shows that movements

for national independence are
aimed mainly at U.S. economic,
political
and
military
domination. The monopoly
corporations and banks that
dominate the U.S. economy are
forced to expand to other countries in search of profit or succumb to foreign rivals and face
domestic crisis.
Thus the U.S. maintains its
own presence as well as arming
and
aiding reactionary
governments such as Portugal,
Iran and Brazil that help keep
foreign markets open to
The
investment.
imperialist
recent Vietnam ceasefire and the
10 per cent dollar devaluation
reflect the weakening position of
the wealthy U.S. interests. The
domestic cutbacks and inflation
are an attempt by the rich to
dump the burden of their crisis on
the people, especially working
people, third world people and
women.
The way out does not lie in trips
to Washington by Mayor Norman
Mineta. It lies in the ability of the
people to organize to fight
immediate
win
backto
demands but also to see the longterm struggle to defeat the system
of imperialism.
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Power plants vs. Proposition 20
Last November, California
voters opted for more responsible
development of the coastline by
passing the Coastline Initiative,
Proposition 20.
Now the President and some
local politicians have a plan to
disable that bill. The plan involves legislation to allow power
plants to be built on the Pacific
Coast without going through the
coastal permits system of that
bill.
The President’s wish is to enact
legislation that would avoid what
he calls "unnecessary delays in
power plant siting." It would
form a special agency for this
siting. This agency would have
final say on land use questions.
This is in direct contradiction
to the federal Coastal Zone
Management Act which Mr.
Nixon signed last Oct. 28. This
act says that each coastal state
must develop "a comprehensive
statement in words, maps, illustrations or other media of communication prepared and
adopted by the coastal state seteing forth objectives, policies and
standards to guide public and
private uses of lands and waters
in the coastal zone."
California has developed just
such a statement in the form of
Proposition 20, a bitterly fought
citizen’s initiative. And now the
federal government is trying to
get out of the provisions of that
bill.
On the local level, state Sen.
Alfred Alquist of San Jose has introduced a bill in the state
legislature which would do much
what the President has preposed.
The bill would create a new
Power Plant Siting Council composed of government and public
members to approve power plant
sites. This council would
circumvent the Coastal Commission, which was set up by
Proposition 20, and could ignore
completely the guidelines of that
bill.
Alquist justified this action by
stating that it was the tough
Permit process which will keep
us from meeting our future
energy needs.
This might seem necessary in
the face of what many call the
"energy crisis." but the expressed
will of the people of California is
being grossly overlooked.
If there is an energy crisis it is
not only a matter of lack of power.
Many scientists have pointed out
that we do not always use power
wisely and waste a good many of
our resources.
Dr. Henry Kendall of the Union
of Concerned Scientists pointed
out that the appointment of a
commission such as the one
proposed by Nixon and Alquist
would not be a wise move. This
type of body would tend to
perpetuate one point of view and
in this case it-would probably be
the view of the power companies.
The Union of Concerned Scientists is composed of scientists
from throughout the country who
are opposed to the rapid
construction of nuclear power
plants without more extensive
feel that
study. They
conservation of energy and
exploration of alternative
sources of power are a more
reasonable approach to the power
problem.

Stall

Whether there truly is an
energy crisis or whether it is a
myth created by the power companies who tend to gain by actions such as have been discussed
is a question yet to be answered.
In the meantime the politicians do
not have the right to ignore a bill
which the people have passed
through their own power.
The initiative process was
instituted so that the people
would have a course of action
when the legislature fails to act
on something that they feel is important. Such was the case with
Proposition 20.
after the
only
It was
legislature refused to act on the
bill that the proponents resorted

Linda Mullin
to the initiative process.
The power companies were
very much opposed to
Proposition 20 and spent a good
deal of money trying to convince
the voters that passage of the bill
would create more power
problems.
So power was one of the main
issues in the campaign against
the measure, and the people still
chose to abide by the provisions
of the bill and have proposed
power plant sites approved by
the Coastal Commission.
The voters of the state of
California have spoken. And now
it is up to our elected officials to
heed our word, not to try to get
around it.

Letter to the Editor

Vietnam facts questioned
Editor:
This is to reply Clay Trost’s
letter written on Feb. 23, 1973 in
the Spartan Daily concerning
"Nixon’s Vietnam V-J day." I
should mention here now, to
avoid any misunderstandings,
that Clay Trost did not bother me
at all had he not put his nose into
Vietnam, South or North, a subject that he never had any
experiences with before. I don’t
feel anyone who lacks the
knowledge and understanding is
qualified to make judgments
about Vietnam.
Dear Clay Trost,
I am a student going to SISU,
with the same educational goals
as yourself, but upon reading
your letter, lam not so sure that is
the case. The facts and
statements presented in your
letter should be questioned and
evaluated. Most were gathered
from
one-sided
reports,
comments, or from some
exaggerated stories written to attract American’s sympathy and
curiosity.
First. tell me if there is
anything rigged with a one-man
election if we still have the right
to reject that candidate? Second,
how do you define "political
prisoner," and where do you get
the figure of 30,000-200,000? It
may be reasonable depending on
what you mean by that term.
Anyway, 200,000 is about the
number of American people
behind bars now.
Third, you mentioned about
orders to shoot anyone refusing
to fly Thieu’s flag. Well, how little
you know about Vietnam! Our
national flag was adopted in 1948
for Vietnam. Since 1954, with the
invasion of the Communists in
the North, it has become the official flag for the South, and
represented the continuity of the
struggle waged by the Vietnamese people for their territorial
and
national
integrity
independence.
President Thieu was not
until
1987.
inaugurated
Moreover, orders to shoot anyone
refusing to fly his national flag is
still far better than forcing
children to move into battlefield
areas, a procedure often used by
the other side, and one which has
been ignored by you. Fourth, your
statement concerning no freedom

or
press,
speech,
of
demonstration is meaningless
unless you can explain more. I
myself demonstrated there
together with many other young
people, shouting and protesting
against our present government.
CBS and ABC probably covered
some of these fights between
and
cops
Vietnamese
demonstrators. At least my
friends are fine and still going to
college, as I am now.
No doubt there are some
limitations, but how do you
expect a country always faced
with the threat of being
swallowed by the Red waves to
be perfect? Have you ever heard
about any strike going on, any
paper
anti -government
circulating or any anti-war
speeches in North Vietnam? Only
ehe most idiotic person would
conclude that heaven exists in
such a place.
Apparently you favor the Communists from the tone of your
statement. Well, how do you
explain the bloody Tet offensive
of 1968 when a cease-fire was
violated by the one who set it, and
when thousands of civilians in
Central Vietnam were executed
in mass and only bones were left
for their families: and the well
planned murders and massacres
in Vietnam: and the invasion of
the Communists over the South,
and their continued existence
after the Peace treaty, etc.?
It is interesting that I was
asked, "Where did you ’learn’
these facts?" When we had a
chance to discuss with some
radicals. I hope I won’t get that
same stupid question again since
I doubt it is worth spending any
more time with these people.
The main purpose of this article
is just to stress one point: we
never want to bother nor
intervene with your political life
and activity. So stay away from
Vietnam.
You’d better keep your mouth
shut since you know nothing
about this subject. Don’t just sit
there and make up stories as your
ignorance and habit will get you
into troubles during the rest of
your life. Above all, your most
pressing problem is not Vietnam.
It is your mouth.
Pham van Humn

C01111114‘111.

New gun control-another A mertcan ritual
Recently the U.S. Congress
went through what is fast
becoming an American ritual. It
begins with the shooting of a
prominent American, followed
by an outcry for gun control, and
concludes with no new law being
passed and the emotional outburst dying. Even the January
shooting of a U.S. senator has not
moved thc Congress into action.
New gun control legislation
was again proposed following the
shooting of Sen. Stennis. When
the emotional climate settled, the

bill died unceremoniously. And
all too frequently the legislators
who fight the gun control bills are
the same ones who scream the
loudest for the death penalty and
make"law and order" their creed.
Opponents of gun control laws
use all tactics in their battles.
They quote (or misquote) the U.S.
Constitution
and
use
meaningless slogans such as "If
guns were outlawed, only
outlaws would have guns." To
hear them talk one might think
that the local gun shop was

America’s last line of defense
against godless Communism. Just
what effect a .38 revolver would
have against an army of tanks
and soldiers is never explained.
But the pro-gun lobby has won
the past battles and will continue
to win while the public in general
loses. The favorite slogan of the
gun people is "Guns don’t kill
people. People kill people." In
reply, it should be asked, "People
kill people with what?"
John Horan
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Crisis erases coed’s ’Cinderella’ ideals

She survives trial
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By JACKIE EASLEY
When I was a little girl, I
wanted to have 100 babies.
Fat ones. Tiny ones. Babies
with brown eyes and curly
hair. It all seemed so simple
then..."
a
Barrett,
Angela
sophomore fine arts major at
San lose State University, is
a long way from her
childhood ideals.
At 19, she is far from her
native Sacramento, and at
last free from the bonds of
overprotective parents. She
is a lover of puppy dogs, dafTogo
and
fodils.
sandwiches. She is vibrant.
She is in love. She has just
had an abortion.
Sitting crosslegged at the
foot of an India -printed bed,
Angela is calmly at home in
her brightly postered dorm
room. Speaking slowly and
deliberately, she explains
what has been the singularly
most difficult decision in her
young lifethat of aborting
her unborn child.
Three months ago, Angela
stopped taking birth control
pills because she began
gaining weight. She had
gone to Planned Parenthood
during her freshman year at
SJSU, soon after meeting
John Adkins. an English major from Oakland
Interracial relationship
Both dorm residents,
Angela and John met just
before Thanksgiving
vacation, and by June had
accepted the difficulties that
their
accompanied
interracial relationship. He
is Black. She is White.
"He was the first man I
ever really knew," Angela
said. "I never really knew
my father. John was
everything I wasn’t. He’s
extroverted when I’m shy,
happy when I’m sad. And yet
we are alike in so many
ways. He was my first
boyfriend. My first love. My
first everything."
John and Angela have
been together over a year
now. Sitting together in
Angela’s room, they are
and
seemingly
relaxed,
carefree. But during the past
few weeks, they have faced
the most trying period of
their relationshipand of
their lives.
"When I first thought I
might be pregnant," Angela
recalled, "I was happy and
depressed at the same time.
My first thoughts were not
of reality. I thought, ’Oh,
how nice. We can get
married and live happily
ever after.’ But even then I
think I knew it couldn’t
happen, because John has
his career to think about,
and I knew I wanted more
out of life than just having
babies."
Toying with her long
auburn braids, Angela
explains that she went to the
Student Health Center for a
pregnancy test.
"I went into the doctor and
he treated me like I had a
common cold," she said. "I
returned the next day and he
told me there was a 99 per
cent chance I was pregnant.
He went on and on as ill
were a happy wife, referring
me to doctors that could help
me through my pregnancy. I
sat there and smiled, said
’Thank you very much,’ and
left. I never wanted to see
him again."
Lover told of pregnancy
That afternoon Angela
told lohn she was pregnant
and they tried to decide what
to do.
Looking back on that
: afternoon, John rises from
; his chair to look momentarily out the window. Softspoken, but tall and muscular, he appears older than
his 20 years.
"The first thing I thought
of was, doctor fees and
money...what I was going to
do," he said. "I tried to put
the baby back in the back of
my mind, because I didn’t
want to think about it. As far
as I was concerned, the
sooner it was over, the
sooner we wouldn’t have to
think about it."
Crossing the room to settle
again in his chair, he glances
at Angela. "The situation
should have been prevented.
I mean, you have a choice off
bringing somebody into the
. world under somewhat grim
circumstances. No finances.
No job. You have to drop out
s, of school. Right then you feel
you’re off to a bad start.
That’s not the right way to
raise a kid."
"I knew I had to get an
abortion," Angela said. "

John and I had talked about
it many times before and had
decided what we would do. I
told myself it was what I
wanted, and to keep things
uncomplicated, agreed to an
abortion."
"I found myself crying a
lot, and getting mad at John
for stupid reasons." she said.
"I was depressed but I didn’t
know why. I really didn’t
know exactly what to do,
and he didn’t know either."
Learns about campus
counseling
Through a friend in the
dorm. Angela learned that
abortion counseling was
available on campus, and
made an appointment to see
Mrs. Orpha Quadros in the
counseling
student
department. She and John
went together.
"I did all the talking,"
Angela said. "John just
answered ’yes’ and ’no’ to the
questions. But it made me
feel a lot better that he was
there."
Recalling the couples’
visit. Mrs. Quadros said, "John was there and supportive, but not vocal. It was
very typical in that she did
all the talking. I think most
girls faced with an
unwanted pregnancy tend to
protect the man from inIn
my
volvement.
experience, I see relatively
few of the men...85 to 90 per
cent of the girls come to me
alone, so I was glad to see
him come."
One of the biggest
problems facing the couple
was moneyand their lack
of it. "I was totally relieved
when Mrs. Quadros told me
that on my income, which
was zero. I could get the
abortion by going on MediCal," Angela said. "I didn’t
really understand how I
could since I am totally supported by my parents. But
Mrs. Quadros explained that
since I was pregnant. I
legally constituted a family
in need. Alone, I could not
support my child."
Mrs. Quadros suggested
Angela go back to the health
center and get a pregnancy
verificatior. then to the
Santa Clara County Social
Services office.
She prepared her for what
yould take place there, and
gave her a list of doctors
within walking distance.
Angela chose a woman
doctor a few blocks away,
and made an appointment
for the following Friday. By

that time she was 10 weeks
pregnant.
"I went to the social
services department a few
days later." Angela said. "I
had to wait a long time to see
my social worker. The
waiting room was filled
mostly with mothersand
old ladies. It was a depressing experience."
Upon seeing her social
worker. Angela learned her
pregnancy verification was
not valid. The department
needed the anticipated date
of birth of her child.
Angela was sent to talk to
an eligibility worker, and
given all the necessary
forms she would need. "On
two of them," she said,"I had
to put the baby’s birthdate
and a name. I listed the name
as ’Unborn Barrett,’ and at
that point I really felt the
reality of killing my baby. I.
a lover of fuzzy kittens..a
saver of ants’ lives..was
killing my own child."
Angela completed the
forms, turned in the
pregnancy verification, and
was told she was eligible for
an abortion. She saw her
doctor that afternoon, and
scheduled the operation for
the following Friday.
"The next week was total
confusion and ’depression,"
Angela remembered. "I
didn’t go to any of my
classes. I stayed with John
24 -hours a day. I couldn’t
leave him. Mrs. Quadros had
told me that couples either
break up or become closer
over an abortion. It was
evident we were getting
closer."
"Whole thing was like a
dream"
Angela went to San Jose
Hospital the following
Friday. "The whole thing
was like a dream," she said.
"I remember sitting in a little
room on the maternity ward,
frightened that no one would
come and put me to
sleepand I started to cry."
But a man came with a
needle in his hand, and they
wheeled me into the
operating room. Everything
got fuzzy. Someone asked
me my name, but I couldn’t
say it. I dreamed John was
standing next to me, so when
I woke up. I expected to see
him. But he wasn’t there, and
I started to cry again."
Angela was at the hospital
a total of four hours. A friend
picked her up and drove her
back to the dorm, where John
was waiting in her room.

Job Corps
places more
Community News Service
The Job Corps Center has
gone from second lowest in
the region to third highest
for placing its members in
jobs, according to Job Corps
Director John Acquilano.
Acquilano, who was appointed the new director
Nov. 22, feels that the alltime high of 71 per cent
placement is a result of a
"change in administration."
The director said he
believes the old staff
members weren’t as
qualified and experienced in
administration
and
fob
Corps as the new members.
Located at 201 S. 11th St..
the center has had a complete change in key administration and job Corps
as the new members.
Located at 201 S. 11th St.,

t he center has had a cornplete change in key administrative
positions
during the past two months.
The new staff members
are Lillian Champion, basic
education supervisor; Ruben
vocational
Espinosa,
coordinator; Joseph Ribera,
manager of administration
and Guillermo Villasano,
personnel supervisor,
Ribera was graduated
from San Jose State
University and worked in
contract administration for
Singer Co. Link Division in
Sunnyvale. Villasano has
served as director of administration for Jobs foi
Progress, Inc. in San Jose.
The Residential Manpower Center (Job Corps)
has 207 members at present
the highest ever, according
to Acquilano.

Were going to have a...

Book
Sale
after the raid

Thinking back. Angela
said. "I felt great reliefand
hurt. I think about it once in
awhile and I get sad. John
will talk on and on about the
children
we’ll have
someday, and he doesn’t
even notice I get depressed."
"It has changed me a lot. I
think the biggest impact is
that I realized I couldn’t have
my life the way I wanted it.
Until then. I had had every
step in my life planned out. I
imagined
myself
a
Cinderella with her
handsome prince and lovely
babies. Well, I’m not so
idealistic
anymore.
Needless, to say, I am back
on the pill. I still believe in
love and I still believe in
life..but I’ll never believe in
’happily ever afters’ again.

David Whyte
and speaker
David Whyte demonstrates
the use of his own invention, the flame speaker
The sound from the flame
speaker is emitted from the
radio. The flame speaker
was one of more than so
scientific exhibits displayed to students and the
public during last week’s
Open House sponsored by
the San Jose State
1’ ni versity
Engineering
Department.
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Alternatives for unwed mothers
department reported that of
the
116,749
abortions
performed in the state
during 1971, three -fourths of
the patients were unmarried
and between the ages of 18
and 20.
Legal abortions
Presently California law
(as a result of the Nov. 22,
1972 decision of the
California Supreme Court)
states a woman in the first
20 weeks of pregnancy may
obtain a legal abortion if it is
performed by a licensed doctor in an accredited hospital.
If you are a pregnant
woman you will not have to
say you are "crazy" to
qualify for a legal abortion
in California as 61,572
women did in 1970, according to a state health
department report.
The U.S. Supreme Court
decision extended the period
of legal abortion through the
second trimester of pregnancy, which means a woman
may have an abortion up to
the 24th or 26th week of
pregnancy.
the
U.S.
However,
Supreme Court did stipulate
states have the right to pass
abortion laws relating to the
health and safety of a
woman during the second
trimester of pregnancy.
Judy DeLue, a Planned
Pregnancy
Parent hood
counselor jointly employed
on a Health, Education and
Welfare Department project,
said, "You would be
surprised at the number of
girls who don’t know what
to do if they want an
abortion. The old California
laws pertaining to hospital
abortion committees and
psychiatric interviews have
been abolished.
Confidential counseling
"An abortion is strictly
between the doctor and the
patient," she said, noting
that all previous "red tape"
has disappeared.
"If a girl thinks she is
pregnant she should go to a
doctor or a pregnancy
agency 42 days after the
start of her last menstrual
period to get a pregnancy
test." said Ms. DeLue. A
pregnancy test will cost approximately $3 or may be
administered free if the girl
is in financial need.
"If she is pregnant there is
an abundance of counseling
available," she said.
"Everything discussed is
health confidential. The pregnancy

By CRIS WANEK
First of two parts
"I didn’t think it could
happen to me!" cried 19year-old Elizabeth when the
doctor broke the news. Her
cry is echoed across the
nation every day, whenever
a young woman discovers
the terrifying reality. She is
pregnant and unwed.
More than 85 per cent of
unmarried pregnant women
decide to have an abortion,
said local pregnancy
counselors at various family
planning agencies.
Three alternatives
The councelors pointed
out an unmarried woman
who finds herself pregnant
has three alternatives from
which to choose:
Continue the pregnancy
and keep the child after
birth.
Continue the pregnanty.
but put the child up for adoption after birth.
the
Terminate
pregnancy by means of a
therapeutic abortion.
Dr. Bernice Giansiracusa,
assistant health officer at
the Santa Clara County
Health
Department,
reported there were 4,664
abortions
therapeutic
performed in accredited hospitals in Santa Clara County
in 1972.
She said 5,503 legal
abortions were performed in
Santa Clara County hospitals during 1971, compared with 6,489 legal
therapeutic abortions in
1970.
Reason for decline
"The primary reasons for
the decline in the number of
performed
in
abortions
Santa Clara County is
because this county was
quite involved in performing
abortions on out-of-state
patients during 1969 and
1970," said Dr. Giansiracusa. "And in 1971 a
couple of abortion clinics
opened in San Francisco."
Abortion laws
were
liberalized in many states by
a U.S. Supreme Court ruling
last month which made the
decision up to the woman
whether to have an abortion
during the first 20 weeks of
pregnancy. National statistics reveal women are now
obtaining abortions in their
home states in lieu of the
common
practice of seeking
help at out-of-state abortion
clinics.
California’s
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"The Black Papers on
Education," by Charles Cox
and Anthony Dyson will be
reviewed during today’s
cacult y book talk by Dr. Dennis Chaldecott, associate
professor of English.
Faculty book talks are
held every Wednesday at
12:30 in Room A of the
Spartan Cafeteria.
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JACK LEMMON
"SAVE THE TIGER"

Jack L2111111011 in hi,
most important dramatic
role since "The Days ni
Wine and Roses"

oarongJACKG1111

R,
.Cilk
SHATTERING! ACHIEVEMENT OF JACK LEMMON A TRIUMPHANT
CELEBRATION OF HIS 20TH YEAR IN FILMS- THE REALISM IS
OVERWELMING.
JUDITY CHRIST - NEW YORK MAGAZINE
THE FINEST PERFORMANCE JACK LEMMON HAS EVER GIVEN. A FILM OF
UNUSUAL INTEREST AND IMPORTANCE A TOUGH AND TERIFFICALLY
EFFECTING SCRIPT
CHARLES CHAMPLIN - LOS AGNELES TIMES
SHATTEFIING1 ONE OF THE BEST FILMS TO COME OUT OF THE
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS AND ITS UNQUESTIONABLY THE SUMMIT OF
JACK LEMMON’S ACTING CAREER ’SAVE THE TIGER’ ESTABLISHHES
HIM AS ONE OF THE SCREENS MOST POWERFUL ACTORS
REX PEED.
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performed, said an employee years -old, who has never
at the Medi-Cal regional of- used any means of birt h confice in San Jose.
trol.
A 1972 report issued by
the
Association
of
Pregnancy Counseling
Agencies of Santa Clara
COPIES
revealed the most likely candidate to receive an
abortion. She is a White.
middle-class, single girl, 18 -

Amateur
Topless!!

BRASS RAIL
330 S. Tenth St.

counselor will present the
alternatives to the girl and
then make the appropriate
referral for whichever
alternative the girl chooses."
She said an abortion
performed in Santa Clara
County will cost anywhere
from $150 on up.
Approximately 15 agencies handle unplanned
pregnancy and abortion
counseling, said Ms. DeLue,
listing the following agencies:
Planned Parenthood
Children’s
Home
Society
All colleges in the area,
including San Jose State
University’s birth control
center
Stanford University
Medical Center
Kaiser Hospital
Santa Clara County
Department of Social
Services
Family Health Center in
Alviso
Public health nurses
Problem Pregnancy Information Center
Volunteers of America
Ms. DeLue said a girl
wishing an abortion may get
Medi-Cal to pay for it if she
has no money or her medical
insurance does not cover the
operation,
’Few restrictions’
Medi-Cal officials said a
request for an abortion
under the present Medi-Cal
law is similar to a request for
any other operation. There
are relatively few restrictions except the girl
must be in financial need
and meet the eligibility requirements for Medi-Cal,
which the Santa Clara
Services
Social
County
Department said are very
technical and complicated.
However, pregnancy
counselors did say most
girls pay for their abortion
through Medi-Cal.
Medi-Cal gives the patient
a free choice of doctors, as
well as choosing the hospital
where the abortion will be
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Minstrels

The Arts

of Madrid
sing folk

Staton Brothers albumlacking in imagination

Spanish Om !age returns
to the area when "La Tuna de
Caminos." minstrel singers
from the University of
Madrid play their native
folk music in the San lose
City College men’s gym
March 2 at 8 p.m.
Tickets may be purchased
at the door or in advance at
the San lose Box Office.
The nationwide tour is
sponsored by the Spanish

-NI
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Yumiko Tabuchi will perform
\
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carmine

kipanese pianist Yumiko
dbuchi will perform March
10 in the Concert Hall at San
sF ni versity. As the

10% to 30%
DISCOUNT
ON ALL FAMOUS BRANDS

Propectors

Film

winner of the Sterling Staff
International Competition
(SSIC), she is sponsored by
the music sorority Mu Phi
Epsilon chapters of San lose
and Phi Mu.
Tickets are free to
students with ID and general
admission $1 for the the 8:15
concert.

Enlargers
Accessories

SAN JOSE CAMERA
DARKROOM SUPPLIES
DEVELOPING 8 PRINTING
245 So. First
295-8591

Yumiko Tabuchi came to
the United States in 1971
from Japan and has since
the Mason -Hamlin
won
competition of the National
Federation of Music Clubs
IS well as the SSIC.

By MARK HEILMAN
Entertainment Editor
The tug of country life is
more evident
nowhere
these days than in the songs
being recorded by Pop
groups newly surfacing on
the music scene,
Although the way was
paved by the early efforts of
the Everly Brothers Ind,
more recently, by Crosby.
Stills, Nash and Young, new
groups are constantly banding to contribute style, flair
and direction. Not all
succeed in bringing
anything new into the arena
though, as evidenced by the
Staton Brothers latest. "The
Stet on Brothers."
It’s not a bad album for a
young, still -obscure group
but it suffers from a lack of
an inventive style. The band

(let init el y has talent but the
members spend far too much
time copying styles of
previous artists like Steven
Stills and loni Mitchell,
Of the 12 songs. 8 are
written by Jeffrey Staton
and range from lonely love
songs to moody travelin’blues tunes. Sure, the songs
are done well but there’s
nothing unusual or uncommon in the album.
One, "Night In the City,"
written by Joni Mitchell,
sounds like a perfect
duplication of her during
Michael Staton’s warbling
lead vocals. While not a
cheap imitation by any
means, it is somewhat disappointing.
The group has a lot of
"togetherness" and it shows
through their tight playing

Exhibit at Stanford
"New Forces in English
Art," a collection of prints,
photographs, books and
decorative arts from 1880 to
1914. is currently on exhibit
at the Stanford Museum until April 1.
Included in the exhibit are
books of outstanding artistic
importance by Kelmscott
and Vale Presses. Both
presses were started by men
devoted to the revival of

high quality craftsmenship
in printing.
Some of the artists
exhibited
are
Aubrey
Beardsley, Max Beerbohm
and lames Whistler.
Stanford Museum is open
Tuesday through Friday
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Weekend hours are 1 to 5
p.m. Guided tours open to
the public are on Tuesdays
at 12:30 p.m.

’Mash’ gives birth WIN
FREE GAMES a son in new book
By LOU COVEY
Richard Hooker’s new
book "M A S H Goes to
Maine" contains all the
humor, satire and sadness
that its father "M A S H"
had to offer, but it is
doubtful that anyone will
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The Civic Arts Gallery of
Walnut Creek is presently
accepting mailed entries for
the "Emulsion ’73 photography competition.
Black and white or color
photographs are eligible and
there is no size limitation.
Entries must be matted and
tramed ready for exhibition.
Deadline is March 23 and
I he entry fee is $4, covering a
maximum of two entries.
Exhibition dates are April 6
through April 29.
Five hundred dollars in
awards will be presented by
a jury.

The Tower Is Now Open
For Applicants

make a movie out of it.
The main story line of the
book centers on the building
and staffing of the
Finest kind Hospital and
Fish Market. That seems to
be the only difference in
make up between the two
books.
Hooker seems to be riding
the crest of the wave of
popularity created by the
movie made out of his first
book.
All the original characters
show up in Spruce Harbor,
Me. at .about the same time
as they did at the 4077th
MASH in Korea: Duke first,
Trapper John next and
finally Spearchucker Jones.
The plot stays together for
the first half of the book,
sticking to the story line
pretty much. Occasionally,
Hooker sidetracks in order
to develop some of the minor

characters a bit more, and to
give an idea of what kind of
people inhabit this
backwoods area of Maine.
But after that, the
sidetracking becomes more
and more obvious, and more
and more frequent. At times
it seems that Hooker strays
completely away from the
plot.
Many of the chapters in
the second half of the book
are entirely dedicated to
developing characters that
have almost nothing to do
with the plot.
However, despite its
literary drawbacks
and
reliance on the original "M AS H," "M AS H Goes
to Maine" still retains that
offbeat charm and humor
found in the writing of
Richard Hooker and makes
for excellent light reading
material.

Cleve and symphony
public rehearsal tonight
The San lose Symphony
will present a dress
rehearsal of Mozart’s "Requim" tonight at 8 p.m. in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
There will be no admission charge for the
presentation, which is the
first dress rehearsal for the
Symphony’s
concert
on
March 9.
The San lose Symphony
under the direction of Maestro George Cleve opened its
12th season in November of
1972. Cleve’s recent ap-

pointment to the orchestra
has brought increased community recognition and a
move to be closer to the San
Jose State University campus.
In addition to his duties
with the Symphony, Cleve
has a daily radio show on a
local radio station. His
motto for the Symphony is
"a major orchestra for a major city" and his appointment was described by
critics as "a step forward for
the Bay area musical scene."

but inure than cohesion is
necessary in order to come
up with a fresh sound.
A definite plus for them is
their ability to express some
of that "live" feeling that
normally doesn’t come
through a studio album.
They were very, very close
to reaching the same spontaneous sound they
produced
during
a
performance at The Bodega
several months ago.
Most of the songs run
along similar lines: excited
guitar picking with steady
and rhythmic drumming,
covered by layers of country -boy voices.
The brothers mix up their
high pitched voices with the
lower background vocals of
Donny Mederos and Hal Atkinson throughout the
album in a matchup
reminiscent of CSN & Y
(lays.
The album offers a curious
combination of high energy
rockers and soft ballads. In
"No One Listens" and "Ooh
Did I Miss Her," the brothers
carry their songs as if being
chased through one end of a
tunnel by a train. They are
quick and snappy yet lighthearted and gentle at the
same time.
In comparison, "April"
and "One Man Woman" seem
to be performed by a
different group. The pace is
slower, more melodic and

even a bit dramatic.
The final cut. "Bridge of
Your Faith." is a well organized, semi -gospel type
song than that sounds like
pop music’s answer to the
Mitch Miller sing -a -long. It
doesn’t fit into the album
and should have been left
out.

The Peninsula Symphony
Orchestra
featuring
the
French violinist Sylvie
Gazeau will present its third
concert of the 1972-73
season this Saturday March
2 at 8:30 p.m., Flint Center at
DeAnza
College
in
Cupertino.
The program, under the
direction of Aaron Sten, will
include the Katchaturian
violin concerto and
Symphony number 2 by
Sibelius.

ANDRES
PIPES

After listening to the
"St at on Brot hers" music, one
is sure that one has been
properly introduced to a fine
folk -country music album
but wonders if there is any
room for improvement. They
seem to have to gone as far as
they could without breaking
the mold.
If that’s true. the near
future will bring one of two
things: a break-up of the
group or the making of a
truly exciting album. Let’s
hope the brothers don’t stay
stuck in their rut in the
meantime.

_

_
No where else in the bay area
can you lind these unique
handmade pipes at such low
prices. Come in and WC how
much you can save.
547 E. Santa (lees
Between 12th and 13th
Streets
Phone 294-0588

REWARD

WANT TO MAKE A LITTLE MONEY?
WANT TO GET TEACHING EXPERIENCE?
WANT TO SHARE YOUR KNOWLEDGE?
WE ARE LOOKING FOR SOMEONE TO TEACH THE
RECREATION & CRAFT CLASSES._ IF YOU ARE
EXPERIENCED IN ANY CRAFT OR LEISURE ACTIVITY
AND WOULD BE INTERESTED IN INSTRUCTING A
PROGRAM PLEASE CONTACT THE AS REC OFFICE IN
THE OLD CAFETERIA OR CALL PENNY TERRY. AS REC
COORDINATOR 277-2972

SKI PANTS-SOME 60% WOOL
200 PR IN-THE-BOOT STRETCH
Styles for Women, Men ...
Values to 05 in group , our reg. discount price
was 9.99

end of season clear -out price NOW

REMIHAUSER--WHITE STAG and IMPORTS

PRE-MOUNTED
SKI SETS
KASTLE SKIS Reg $129
KASTLE SKIS Reg $99
FISCHER SKIS Reg $175
FISCHER SKIS Reg $120
KOFLACH
SKI BOOTS
Reg. $85.00 .. NOW

99
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oL4ht Men’s Honor
rnity)srehereWith set forth:
INale "
30 of more units:completed
3.0 or bitter grad., point average
Desire for intellectual enrichment
Individuals desiring consideration may
attend
Tau Delta Phi’s informal smoker:
Time: 6:30 Wed., Feb. 28, 73
Place: College Union, Costanoan Rm.
San Jose’s oldest Men’s Honorary Scholastic Fraternity
Founded
1961
Publishers of the Tower List

ART
MATERIALS
It’s time to Stock up on art supplies and here’s the place to do
it. We’ve got a full line of brushes.
oil and water colors, sketch pads.
everything you’ll need to help chalk up
easels
an impressive record this year. Drop in to the one stop "back-to-art-school" shop this week and
browse around

son
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and wallpaper co.
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365 Son Finton;o Rd. Mt.Y;ew94113600
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’Employees
shoplift most
By JOHN HORAN
Shoplifting is a felony.
More recently. it has
received a new name. "Ripping off’ is the term many
people now call it. But to
department
stores,
hardware stores, and even
restaurants, shoplifting is
not only a crime but a
nuisance.
One department store
security officer, who asked
that his name and his store’s
name be withheld, talked at
length about shoplifting, a
crime that keeps security
every
personnel
busy
working day.
"The majority of the
shoplifters we catch are not
the young hippie types like
most people imagine," the
security officer stated.
"Most of them are middle
aged. Kids make up a small
portion of shoplifters. It’s
less than most people think."
Actually, according to the
officer, most people caught
shoplifting are not customers but store employees.
"About 95 per cent of all
shoplifting is done by store
employees." the officer said,
"and the store’s policy is to
fire them and then prosecute
them. We prosecute all
cases.
"Most of your shoplifters
work alone. They wander
through the store pretending
to look at articles. When they
see a chance they grab
whatever is there. Most of
the items stolen don’t cost
that much. Perfume and
makeup seem to be the
favorite items."
Can shoplifters be spotted
easily?
"There is virtually no way
you can spot a potential
shoplifter. I always keep an
eye out for people who wear
long bulky coats, especially
coasts with outside pockets.
But there is no firm pattern
that shoplifters follow," the
officer said.
Teams of shoplifters are
not uncommon. According to
the officer, shoplifters often
work in pairs. One will
create a disturbance to distract people while the accomplice steals something.
"One favorite trick is for a
female accomplice to fall and
scream. Naturally everyone
in the area looks at her," he
explained.
Shoplifting affects not
only the stores, but it greatly
affects the yast majority of
store customers who often
must pay for shoplifting
through higher prices. "For
each dollar a store loses to a
shoplifter the store must
take in at least $300. That
means higher prices for
almost everything."
Restaurants also have
been injured by shoplifting.
"You wouldn’t believe the
things people steal," said the
officer. My last job was at a
restaurant and they had
been losing hundreds of
dollars each month in stolen
silverware. They even lost
menus!"
"What many people are
not aware of," said the offier,
"is that shoplifting is a
felony and means a criminal
Years ago if a
record

Builder
to speak
Wednesday’s speaker in
Environmental
the
Alternatives class (7 p.m.,
Eng. 132) will be Bob Reines,
the director of the Integrated
Life Support laboratory in
New Mexico.
Reines is widely known
for a self-contained house
that he built in Albuquerque. The house is
powered by solar and wind
energy.
"Options for the Future" is
the title of Reines’ talk. He
will be discussing the
feasibility of solar and wind
power as alternatives to
present sources of power.
This house, which Reines
refers toss "Prototype I" has
been the subject of worldwide acclaim. The Los
Angeles Times recently did
an extensive article on it.
Reines feels that this
article has wrongly credited
him with having all the
answers to the problems of
energy.
Reines will be discussing
these problems and other
aspects of the self-contained
house.

Summer internships
open to 180 students

shoplifter got caught the
sotre would simply make
him buy the stolen article.
They were afraid that
publicity would bring more
shoplifters in. Now most of
your major stores will
prosecute all cases. Stores
lose too much merchandise
to let the shoplifter go."
Shoplifters come in all
manners, and the majority
steal from the stores not to
sell the stolen article but for
various other reasons. "We
get a lot of housewives who
steal simply out of boredom.

Catney Andeceppien

Iranian dance

A
Colorado -based
organization is planning a
series of community
development projects which
will employ over 180 college
students this summer.
Internship
applications
for the program may be obtained from Kelly McGinnis,
Bldg. Q. No. 3. Mrs. McGinnis is an adviser in the
Career Planning and
Placement Department.
"Most interns are
generalists
with
strong
verbal skills," according to
publicity from the Western
Interstate Commission for
Higher
Education’s

Odds and ends not needed

Advice to backpackers -don’t overload
By CRIS WANEK
This is the second of a
three-part series of articles
dealing with backpacking.
Backpacking, whethei it
be an afternoon outing or a
month -long excursion, can
be an enjoyable experience
for persons who like living
with nature.
For the beginning hiker
who wishes to pursue the
sport, the only equipment
absolutely necessary is a
proper pair of hiking boots
and
a
comfortable,
lightweight sleeping bag.
The tendency a first is to
overload your backpack,
under the impression that a
lot of odds and ends are
needed to avoid hardships. It
is soon discovered, though,
that if you take the right
articles and use them in the
most advantageous ways,
there are no hardships.
Important equipment to
include are a compass, dry
matches, moleskin or elastroplast (a heavy, durable
fabric commonly used for
wrapping sprained ankles,
etc.) an inexpensive watch,
and an extra pair of dark
glasses.
Another important item is
a ventilated hat which
covers the face. Suntan oils
or lotions are good sunburn
preventatives.
Also include a hand lens
(for observing flowers),
writing materials, some kind
of mirror (if vain), books you
want (remember, you’re
carrying them!). a toilet kit
with items such as soap and
a toothbrush, probably a
camera, and a good insect
repellent.
Contour maps of the
territory are important. A
good idea is to cover the
maps with clear plastic contact paper. The waterproof
covering will keep the maps
clean and prevent them from
cracking.
Water purifier tabletshalazone-are handy to carry
if the hiker has doubts about
the purity of water.
However, the easiest and

most practical way to
sterilize doubtful water, if
you have a campfire, is to
boil it.
Remember to keep the
stream water clean and treat
all water as if it were drinking water. This includes
bathing and washing dishes
away from the stream.
Other necessary equipment for backpacking are
a flashlight with an extra
supply of bulbs and
batteries, a small repair kit,
Chapstick, a pocket knife,
and a whistle for signaling if
lost. Last, but not least,
you’ll need to pack nested
cooking utensils and a stove.
For those persons who
wish to backpack in more
supplies than they can possibly carry on their backs,
pack stations are usually
located at every road head.
Horses and burros are
available, but if you want to
take in horses, a cowboy will
most likely accompany you
to take proper care of the
animals. Burros can carry
about 80 pounds and usually
rent for $7 a day.
The simple but all-important formula for
wilderness hiking is heavy
socks
and
comfortable,
sturdy shoes. Regardless of
heat or cold, dryness or
dampness, wool socks are
most suitable for long hikes.
Plan to carry about three or
four pairs of socks if an
extended trip is planned.
A good heavy pair of
Norwegian ski socks worn
over a thin pair of English
wool socks will usually suffice.
Choosing
appropriate
clothing varies, depending
on the climate, and you’ll
need to make inquiries about
what is most often worn
where you plan to hike.
A woolen pair of long
underwear is handy in
extremely cold weather.
Wool gets wet from
perspiration, but much of
the water passes through it
to be evaporated on the outside. Wet wool continues to

keep the body warm, which
isn’t true of any other fabric.
In extremely cold weather,
one can freeze quickly in
wet clothing and it is necessary
under
such
circumstances to keep from
perspiring excessively. This
can be easily accomplished
by the layer system, shedding layers of clothing as
you warm up, thereby
always
remaining
moderately cool.
Persons should wear
wool hat if it’s cold because
50 per cent of the body’s heat
is lost through the head. A
good heavy wool sweater is
a necessary item.
A windbreaker with a
hood should be carried, ,as
should a waterproof twopiece suit or poncho for
rainy weather.
Gaiters, plastic coverings
for the lower part of the
pant’s leg and upper portion
of the hiking !mot. will keep

out rain, dirt, rocks, and
snow. so at the end of the day
the inside of the boot and
socks will be clean and dry.
When purchasing a
windproof jacket, make sure
it has a zipper plus snaps or
velcro, another way to close
it. If one of the fasteners
breaks, then there will be
another way to close the
jacket.

RUBY

IWICHE)
Resources
Development Internship
Program.
The same publicity claims
the program has created
over 2.000 new jobs and
generated more than $7
million in funding for projects like building a park in
Portland, Oregon and plan ling public acquisition of a
San Francisco cablevision
system.
Although interns receive
an "educational stipend"
cram the WICHE. they are
supervised by the agency requesting the services.
WICHE works with
government agencies and
private groups in designing
projects which will utilize
the skill of college students.
The second step, now
underway, is to select likely
candidates (interns).
Students in law, medicine.

Although most belongings
are carried inside the
backpack, pockets on the
outside are still handy on a
hiking trip.
It’s a good idea to make a
list of things inside each of
the pockets for convenience
when hunting for items. This
will also serve as a checklist
to keep tract of small
articles.
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7 DAYS

417 So First St.
SAN JOSE

8a.m. to 5p.m.
Monday through Friday
SANTA CLARA COUNTY
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Animal Control Dwis.on

(Mice Equipment

Big 1/2 price sale
Reg $2.00

Sale $1.00

Sale price good with this coupon

50
11\ 1k les
WELCOME

BACHELOR CLUB

Open 10 A.M. to 4 A.M.

PHONE

286-3016
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BOTTOMLESS
STAG
MOVIES

LOW COST
SPAY NEUTER
CLINIC

IN SCHOOL
NEATNESS COUNTS

FEATURED
THROUGH
MARCH
Mon., Wed., Fri.. Noon to 7 p.m.

PLUS

planning,
mathematics,
sociology, education and
fine arts have been placed.
But when students are
screened, primary emphasis.
is put on "maturity, verbal..
skills, technical abilities and
knowledge of the project ’
area."
The community agency .
and the student work out a
starting time for the 12-week
project.

Sale good Feb 26 to March 9, 1973

I? N

71 E. San Fernando One block from campus
8:30-5:30 M.F. 9-4 Sat. Phone 294- 2091

101 STRINGS PLAY MILLION SELLERS!
Save now on these fantastic sounds from Alshire’s 101 strings!
Imagine the added hours of great listening pleasure you can
have with these top hits. It’s great music to relax and have fun
with, great for special entertainment, too!

SCARBOROUGH FAIR
OH HAPPY DAY
AQUARIUS
and many more!

TOP VALUES!
MUSICAL EXTRAVAGANZA!
*

*

* *

*

* * *

Chevron

ae 49(
CAR WASH

%.1
0

FAST EXPRESS LANE AVAILABLE

OR

WASH
FREE
WITH ANY FILL UP
OF CHEVRON GAS
(AT COMPETITIVE PRICES NO MINIMUM PURCHASE)

BRING THIS AD
IN FOR
THIS OFFER

HEAVY SOUNDS 5,64ltaot aide,Jectore
Yes, now is the perfect time to get in on some
great sounds to keep your record collection
filled with an assortment of fine music! The
values are fantastic and the array of great
stars is unbelievable
IRON BUTTERFLY
BUDDY MILES
ELTON JOHN
STEPPENWOLF
TAMMI TERRELL
THE CHAMBERS BROS
and many many more!

Self Service
Vacuums
Available
NoLosos""

Values to 5.98,
your choice ...

"CLASSIC"
SAVINGS!
Bring home superb music and fantastic
savings! Choose from an assortment of top
artists, top composers - all sensational! all
truly fine works of excellence! HURRY! Come
in early today and choose your favorites!
VALUES TO
’t...

CAR WASH

695 West San Carlos at Montgomery, San Jose
(from Freeway 280 take Bird Are. 011ramp)

129
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’Side horse needs work’

SJSU takes 2nd

CHANGES:
11cJ

1LS 2141.

ultIulo

igrig,

1111 SAN JOSE SY MPHON Y
him were Mike Kelley of Cal
lose State Anders,
Heron,
it In !IFS] RA. lie. itehearral/
Marro" l,,irge elms, 8 00 p m.
Bill Harm% ell captured State
Fullerton
152.50),
gymnasts
Universit r
Slums Rola) Auditorium
participate in the Pacific first place for the Spartans Norboru Miyagi, Cal State
Student Union Art Geller,
"IMAGINARY PAINTING"
Coast Athletic Association in the all-around event with Northridge 152.30) and
AWINGS"
"RELENT
finals at Long Beach next 49.65 points, horizontal bars Herman Walters. Pasadena
bolo Holmes)
& MKS.
Mar. 7 "M 0l’
month they will have to at 8.95 and parallel bars at College (51.50).
I RE F
M111.1 14"
The Spartans travel to
spend some time practicing 8.65.
Mar,
ARI I. 5" (belly.
S.U.
The SJSU still ring team of Sacramento
dancing) 1-1411
State
on the side horse.
7,30 pm.
18.91, University Friday for an 8
A very low score in that Steve McCormick
argr4";,*17.;’.."
HIA1-1-T/
Mar. IS 111511
- .
event cost the Spartans first Barnwell (8.7) and Cliff p.m. contest in the Hornets
rio
place in their meet last Williamson 18.551 collected
Saturday against Cal State- 26.15 points for one of their
Los Angeles and Chico State best performances of the
Ken Simi
University in the Spartan season.
TOM ELLIOTT, Spartan first baseman makes the stretch to nip Santa Clara
Dave Suires tied for first
Gym. The Diablo’s collected
Bronco shortstop Ron Mosley during the Spartans 7-1 loss last weekend. Elliott
151.80 points while SJSU in the long horse with an 8.75
drove in MSC’s only run in the second inning with a single.
Dead
had 148 and the Wildcats showing for the Spartans.
The Spartans are to meet the St. Mary’s Gaels today at Municipal Stadium 12:301
ONLY $100 MINIMUM BALANCE REQUIRED
On the following day.
138.05.
but heavy rains and winds that struck the San lose area yesterday and the predicBronco
SJSU
represented
Barnwell
totaled
Spartans
The
tion of more of the same today threaten the contest. The weather also could cause
21.20 points compared to 26 in the Ben Price Memorial
postponement of the three game series scheduled with San Francisco State
for the Diablos. SIMI has Invitational in Long Beach
University this weekend.
consistently scored over 25 and finished fourth in the
points in all the gymnastic all-around event.
The 50.95 score was his
events except for the side
season’s best in the event
horse.
FOR DEPOSITORS
"There is still a lot of room which consists of the floor
for improvement if our team exercise, side horse, still
wants to win the conference rings, long horse, parallel
championship," said SJSU bars and horizontal bars.
foil competition. Helen Lichtenstein and I.eanne gymnastic coach R
The San lose Stale University fencing team traveled to
The only gymnasts to top
Southard, the other two women team members, just
Sonoma State University for the Northern California
USE OUR SAN PEDRO STREET LOT
missed qualifying for the finals.
Fencing Championships last weekend. The outcome? The
The next match for the SJSU fencers will be the Men’s
SJSU men’s epee team placed first. Marq Lipton took first
tice
and Women’s Westerns. The men’s competition will be
in the individual epee competition.
held March 2-3 in San Francisco, and the women will
SIMI had the only epee team to have all three team
STUDEN ir9:000.m.to
members place in the finals. Vic Fischer placed sixth and
fence in Los Angeles on March 9-10
5:00 p.m.
Ed Golda took ninth.
Golda, along with only one other fencer, competed in
DAILY.
every event. He fenced in 58 bouts in the two day
UNTIL FRIDAYS.
competition. Lipton won the individual epee by winning
26 bouts and losing only two.
In foil competition, the men’s team placed fifth out of
six teams. Guido placed seventh in the individual foil.
The women’s foil team also placed fifth in the team
standings, with a number of close bouts.
Kathy Williams placed third in the women’s individual
, Enjoy the advantages
of the famous Nikon soir:
t1..
35mm System
PREPARATION FOR SPRING
./
rner..t.Haridling Al) prices subject to
NikkOrrnufFTN change
with out notice

FREE

CHECKING 11

FREETRAVELERS I
CHECKS

Fencers win epee title

FREE

PARKING

I

Nikkormat FTN
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CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1915
Food Supplements ilnalant Protein
Vita C. Vita E Calcium etc
Home Cleaners (Basic H L etc I
Beauty Aids 1Proteinized Shampoo etc )
John & Mary Rhoades 297-3866
LOVE YOUR BOSS
With SHAKLEE you are your own boss
No Quota
No Rises
No Pressure
Our incentives are ample
Every distributor has different goals &
different approacnes The fact that our
natural products really ere the finest is
reflected in our
UNPRECEDENTED Sales Growth
These figures will
BLOW YOUR MIND
Please make comparisons
We an ask you to do a little research
before we let you sponsor in
JOHN & MARY
mut SO 5th a2
297-3886
GUYS AND CIALSI
Join a college-age BALLET class at
Eufrave School of Ballet Basic ’technique’ for beginning dancers Small
passes-individual attention Beverly
Eutaw Grant Director 241-1300
GOT A MOSLEM OR A QUESTION?
Campus SOS can help Call the Spartan
Daily afternoons after 2 pm 277-3181
_CAN YOU SPARE 2 or more hoursiweek
to tutor American Imam children? For
more into cal 739-6030 Ask for Bed
McCialian
LEARN TOURNAMENT BADMINTON.
Classes begin Taos Feb 22 thruMar 29
7-8 30p m seise Sign upC U Cashier.
Office Instructor Roger Hedge Hill
lenalsil
SHOTOKAN KARATE CLUB now in
progress (General & Advanced) MWF
330 pm Fencing Am Expenmental
College 6 week course MW 2 30P m $10
Fee ISegoriners-Regisleong Now,
STARTS MARCH 51
UVE MUSIC every F & Sat 9-1 a m and
Wed & Tnus 610 pm featuring IMi
GINGERS at the Spartan House. 4th &
San Carlos Sts
DINTAL ADMISSION TEST
Review Course offereo for April exam
Alai preparation for USCF Performance
Teat Classroom study in loan Nonmetal to maximize your score
CALL FOR INFO
(4151 841-5835
LOVING NOME WANTED for 4 m0 old
male pup Pall shepherd Has shots Very
affectionate & smart 275-0421 evenings
ApplleMlorte are now being accepted for
and softball
volleybell
intramural
referees Applications are available in the
Student Act Offoce-Old Cafeteria
STARFRIDAY FUCKS "GNARLY
RING CLIFF ROBERTSON MARCH 2. 7
& 10 PM MORRIS DAILEY AUD 501
ADM
DOWLERSI
WM Moo swat
Moonide begins Sat March 3rd, 8 5 10
pm Info & sign-upi at Student Union
(lames Area Desk

FREE FIRST CLASS MOTEL ACCOMODATIONS your personal direcHuy n000re0 coast to coast. For further
.mo 286-9905
FREE

MOVING BOXES 6 WOOD
PALLETS
Courtesy of
BODEGA ESPANA
Wines & wine making (beer)
1040 N 4th

ADMISSION TEST
Review Course offered for April exam
Also preparation for USCF Penormance
Test. Classroom study in anent techniques to maximize your score.
CALL FOR INFO
14151 841-8635
JULIE IlleCAMMON please contact Ted
Stanley at 249.433755 soon as poesoble
Trucks now evadable.
HAY FEVER (Feb Mar, Apr)? In 1st 12
days of your season, get free pas and
112.22 for drug study TAVIST 321-4412
114E ROUNDHOUSE
2655 El Camino, Santa Clara
Presents
SWEET MCKIM’S
nor 0311 pm -12 Midnite Fri 930-1 am
THE MONEY BOOK
IS ONLY $2 50
AT 7th & SAN CARLOS
FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY
TWO
DINNERS
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE AT THE
AMERICAN FAMILY STEAK HOUSE.
TWO WATER MATTRESSES FOR THE
PRICE OF ONE AT TING YANG,
ITS ALL IN THE MONEY BOOK.
ONLY 5250 AT 7th & SAN CARLOS
_
"JOSS IN ALASKA" available now Thls
handbook covers all fields summer end
career opponundies Plan YOUR adventure. $300 JIA. Box 1565, Anchorage. AK
99510

AUTOMOTIVE
’70EL CAMINO Takeover payment. Cell
Frank Ruiz 289-9377
19 AUSTIN AMERICA Perfect Gonfalon.
automatic $825/ciffer ’92 FALCON $110
Call 275-9105
54 MERCURY NON
i low miles.
new trans excellent condition Dast offer
295-9601
le FORD FALCON-51 shift, good tires
Good clean car Call Clyde Hammer at
3774419 latter 5). days 241-0986 $400
1963 VV/ BUS Newly rebuilt engine. $580
Sneer 115 S Itith SI or call 286-6363

62 VW REBUILT.’ 1W0 NEW tires Best
((row 193-1867 oi 217-3446
111115-250’61 VW Camper 620S 9th R27
or Rime note BX 289 Bldg 0 (New
College)
ONE FREE DINNER WM4 PURCHASE
OF 2nd DINNER AT ELLAS REST,
TWO 8 TRACK STEREO TAPES FOR
THE PRICE OF ONE-TAPE JOINT.
IT’S ALL IN THE MONEY BOOK,
ONLY $250 AT 715 & SAN CARLOS,

FOR SALE
BLACKLITE POSTERS St 50. PATCHES
1568 UP, INCENSE 25-294, PIPES Si 00
& UP. RADIOS 5395 & UP. LEATHER
GOODS. BINOCULARS $2200 & UP.
BLACKLITE, COMPLETE 18" St 1 85.4’
$2290 STROBE LIGHTS 11195. GAS
GLO BULB 8395, INDIA PRINTS. FISH
NETTING $1 98 5 UP T-SHIRTS $200
EACH BROOKS 60 E San Fernando. 1
blk from SJSU Phone 292-0409
IF YOU LIKE BOOKS, you’ll love
RECYCLE, a different used bookstore
Recent paperbacks at ’verse Best SchFl
selection In Bay Area Records. too We
have the books you want & need a best
prices in town Yes. we buy & trade books
& records RECYCLE 235 So 1st& 28E5275
THE LOST FLEA MARKET. 50 variety
shops-1940 5 151 St Ph 293-2323
Open We thru Sun 9.4 30 & 8-5 30 Free
parking & admission Thousands of
useful items antiques & collectebles
COMPLETE MAMIYA C-330 system. extra lenses plus accessories. 1 year old
Save $400 227-1000
SAYE THIS AD: Before you purchase
costly stereo equip retell check re/us for
discount orlon to WS students (Oro all
your needs). We guarantee the lowest
propos on the Bevy Area on such namsas
Sansui, Pioneer, Marantz. Teac. Dual.
etc Call us for weekly specials tool 2925593 or 252-2025.

A MILUON USED BOOKS, paperbacks
I u price), end magazines. Nest old
bookstore, largest in Santa Clara Valley
since 1928 Woodruff & Thush Twice
Read Books, 81 E San Fernando Otwn.
dna a 3rd, 10 30-5 30 10% off with tag ad.
25% DISCOUNT to students on famous
name brand BICYCLES-European &
Japanese Show ASS card at TOUR ’N
TRACK CYCLERY 1036 Foster City. Ca
nr call m4t5l 349-2229 or 14151 574-0550
Free delivery to SJSU Tun & Thur
HEAD SKIS: 820. 210 cm "standard"
Meted with new bases. still strong Phone
295-3885
2/3 OF THE MONEY BOOK OFFERS
ARE WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
OF CAMPUS-CHECK IT OUT AT
7th & SAN CARLOC-ONLY $250
HANG-TEN SHIRTS irreq $250 & UP
THE SHIRTWORKS 1950W San Carlos.
San Jose 1 Dia west of THE GAP. Open
10 30-5 00 M W Th F Sat 292-0971

HELP WANTED
PENINSULA FAMILY wants responsible
student husband and wile to be summer
caretakers at ’,munition Camp on
beautiful lake in High &errs Duties will
be light, ample time for hiking boating,
swimming, fishing. reading. $100 per
month plus room, board transportatton
Camping experience, car, references requires Send letter and snapshot to Post
Office Box 2476, Menlo Park, CA 94025
for prompt response

PUPPIES: German Shepherd, ml
AKC rag father German Sheehan’
Blk or brown, 6 *woke. $3 562-20

FIGURE MODEUNG position Light but
serious work for persons of good
character Must toe physically perfect $5
to $75/hr Periodic BOB 1385, Mt View

OATHS ARE FUN with Na now. colorful
acrosat he-tub bah tray. See them at
LEES Town & Country Village.
KCK LOUDSPEAKERS moments the
1200 LABYRINTH. This unit is fantastic
3-way loudspeaker system. It offers no
comparison at $135. Please call Bill at
354-9389 Other line systems from $25.

VW it VAN Rebuilt ring 6.000w. Must
sell Beet offer 968-0053 Or 6 p.m
Mike

SKI’S I BOOTS Nordics 91M buckle.
Helm skits 200 cm, selomor step-in bindings Both for 550 Will sell seeeretNY
Call 287-4455

’SS CHIVY VAN 00, ant cond rat
meg wheels wood paneling. new Mal.
Best offer 277-9356.

GRAIG 8 track auto stereo $150. LEAR 8
track tape recorder $50 or both for 675.
cell Ray at 247-9722 or 287-6270.

PERSON NEEDED to work in ceramic
shop, pouring plater molds. Hrs 9-1,801
flexible Cell Lox 984-4888

TRUMPET: Beings B flat me0ium-large
bore Like new-prof salons! quality horn
$250 or best offer Call 269.2069

SO IMPALA CONY., runs good. rebuilt
eng fair cond 5150 or best offer. call
Oiler 5pm 867.1747

UPRIGHT PIANO $100. Raleigh-Carlton
girls 10-spd bicycle $115 or test offer
Call 371-3681

HOUSE TRAILER for sole SKI 2605
1951 Good condition Call 578-3159 nr
leave massage at 226-5109

400 0.1. Pontiac engine complete vr/tiellhousing 4-speed and Hurst linkage.
pistons. 3 duces. 421 tamest.’ cond 294-9893

K.0011A 15, good meth end body.
73.1X10 nu Radio. Good Tires, 1550 Cell
286-8712 or 345.5622

NEW DIGITAL HAND COMPUTER with
autornaliC reeochd Must sell $125. Cali
Bob 279.1871

HANG-TEN SHIRTS Pres $2.50 & up.
THE SHIRTWORKS 1850 W San Carlos.
San Jose 1 elk west of THE GAP Open
1030-5 00 Wed-Sat 292-0971
WOMEN S RALEIGH 10speed, excellent
condition rack £1008 included Six months old $80 Call 247-5770
SLOW PROOF DELL HOUSING for 389
or 400cubic inch GTO Selo $80779-1871.

JOBS-surnmr or
permeneril Australia. Europe. S.
America. Africa, etc. All professions,
$500-$1.000 monthly. expenses paid.
sightseeing Free info. write-TWR Co.
Dept 04, PD Box 351. Lafayette. CA
94549

GUITAR TEACHER W ANTED
Ion played aCOuSticquitai iy Can only
afford to pay 53/hr Prefer blues & daz
hut note most Call G L at 295-7513
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
Sales
$2.150 PER HR. COMM.
245-4920
Green Thumb Lawn Service

HOUSING
LOS 1 PH apts. $130 vow carpets. Swim
pool. Recreation Room (Summer Relent
Call 251-4817
2 BOOM. APTS. for rent. $180 turn,, $155
unfurn. 5782 5th St call 293-4767. See
mgr in *8 or asst mgr in 04.
SAN FERNANDO HOUSE-Great atmosphere linen & madl service. color
TV, Kitchen priv . tile showers. parking.
Center of activity 237 E San Fernando
$6910 $89/mo 295-9504 or 293-6345
UNIVERSITY CLUB-Co-ed Beautiful
house. fireplace. grand piano, color TV
recreatoon room, kit cony maid Si linens.
parking. courtyard Includes Continental
breakfast From $79/mo 202 So 1 1th
293-7374.
STUDIO’S $80 Men Only 620 5 3rd St
TWO FEMALE roommates needed to
share large 2 bdrrn apt with 2 others. $40
ea old Walking dostance to campus.
292-7836
FROM $16/mo. New rooms across the
campus KW env
pd Men at 99 S.
9th. women 2780 10th St. Many extras
that must be seen Open daily for inspection Cell 295-8514, 295-8526 or 2879585
ROOM FOR RENT. Women only
$1110(rno Kitchen only if buying own
food Phone Barbara at 297-3000 Ext.
1742.
MARRIED COUPLE-Rent. utilities. efficienCy site cottage. Los Gatos. in exchange lam gardening, and housework
354-8877 between 3-5 p.m.
1150 AND UP, nice. comfortable, quiet
rooms downtown. kit priv .293-3910 156
N 5th St
DUPLEX. Newly remodeled $90 I
bedroom Move in now or March tat 2463023. 739-5479
CLEAN, comfortable I bdrm. apt turn.
633S 8th St 5130/month Call 2594474
or 294-7332

HELP
R N s, ads, ordain», full and part tone
American Registry of Nurses 293-0112

LARGE 1 & 2 bdrrn opts furniunfurn
New carpets No kids/pets 288.2008253
E Reed St crnr of 7th

CHICK FOR PART-time lob $2/hr. in bottle shop. (lea call Don 295-7438.

LGE 1 B/R APTS. $130 W/w carpets,
svnrn pool, recreation room 6205 9th St
SJ (Summer rates, 2/0-8425

BOWLERIN
Win free games
Moonlit. begins Sat. March 3rd. 8 & 10
pm Info & sign-ups al Student Union
Gaines Area Dealt.
TWO FREE NOT DOGS
FROM DER WIENEFISCHNITZELi
ONE FREE 3 Pc CHICKEN DINNER
WITH PURCHASE OF THE SAME
FROM KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN.
IT’S ALL IN THE MONEY BOOK,
ONLY $280 AT ?th & SAN CARLOW

FINALE ROOMMATE needed to share 3
herrn house with 2 others 1 block from
campus Rent 850 Call 287-1122
2/3 OF THI MONEY BOOR OFFERS
ARE WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
OF CAMPUS-CHECK IT OUT AT
7th IL SAN CARLOS-ONLY 8250
LARGE 2 BOOM, 2 BATH FURN. APTS.
$150/me See at 0055 11th 81 Cell 294.7380 &MIMI,’ rates $110

LARGE 2 BOOM. APT, new couch
$155/month. Summer rates See Pete al
751 $ 2nd St. or call 293-7796.
FEMALE ROOMMATE to share 2 bedroom townhouse $75 uhl, own room.
Call eves. & weekends. Laurie 297-3987,
OLD HOUSE 11 Rms.. 2 kitch., 2 both, 4-8
Minns. Stet. for 1-2 groups. Separate ennonce.. Ph. 292-7772 after 6 pm.
FRIDAY FLICKS "GNARLY" STARRING
CLIFF ROBERTSON MARCH 2. 7 & 10
PM MORRIS DAILEY AUD. 504 ADM
FURN. 1 BORN. duplex. Sleeps 4. Neat
door to Heavenly Valley. Day / week /
month. 258-4287 after 6.
ROOMMATE NEEDED to snare 2 bdrrn. 2
ba apt xvith 1 male Pool, sauna, air
cond dishwasher. Call 99e-91e.0. 5 mmn
from campus.
ROOM NEEDED near Eastridge area for
male student Call 225-5345 evening..
LA DONNA APTS.
bedroom opts turn $130. unfurn. $120.
w/w new carpets. Quiet atmosphere near
the campus. 385 $ 418 St Cell Ben 2888383 or John 356-5708.
3 BOOM.. 2 bath Townhouse. 10 ran
from State near McKee di Jackson, 3100
cleaning deposit $205 month cell 2517450
2
BEDROOM
FURNISHED
APARTMENT, me CALL 272-0295.
DUPLEX-newly remodeled 1 bdrrn 393.
Ice box & stove. Also, I lure, room,
female share house $45. Low. low
summer rate 246-3023. 739-5479.
SUNNY ROOM in large house. $70tinonth 960 17th SI or call 295-7441
FURNISHED one-bedroom apts torrent
$145 per month & sec dept 40650 5th
Si inguore apt 16 or 294-5270

SERVICES
TYPING, EDITING. FAST, ACCURATE,
IBM SELECTRIC, FORMER ENGLISH
TEACHER, CALL 244-8444 AFTER 630
MARY BRYNER
RENT A TV OR STIRS. no contract
Free del Free service. Call Esche’s 2512596
TYPING
BO North 3rd St., Apt 0823
287-4356
TYPIST-FAST. Accurate Can editMaster s etc Near SJCC Mrs Aslanian
298-4104
I SPECIALIZE in Fiat 850 tunaups. Call
Teo anytime 294-3024
FRAMING: Personal creett-ve-. eleg-ent
Call Ms R Frederick 326-4623
WRITING AND RESEARCH sesistance
Typing. editing (grad & under) Also
EverylMnq for Everybody 2794016
FREI PANS OP ZIG ZAGS AT
7-ELEVEN. ONE FREE LUNCH
OR DINNER WITH PURCHASE OF
EOUAL VALUE Al LA TEXANITA.
ITS ALL IN THE MONEY BOOK,
ONLY $2 50 AT 7th & SAN CARL Clai
DRUG-ID
Anonymous Analys,
(415) 965-1158

PrRSONAIS
BE A FRIEND to handicapped man Live
free in attractive room Girls over 18
please call 298-2308 eft 5
’CH AAAAA
FRIDAY FLICKS
ROBERTSON
STARRING
CLIFF
MARCH 2. 7 & 10 PM, Morns Dailey AUD.
506 ADM,
THE MONEY BOOK
IS ONLY $2.50
AT 7th & SAN CARLOS
FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY
BOWLERS1
Win free gimes
Moonlit. begins Sat March 3rd, 8 & 10
pm Into & sign-ups at Student Union
Games Area Doak.
MINI - WOMENI
JOBS ON SHIPS’ No experience regirded Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.
Perfect summer lob or career. Send $2.
tor information. SEAFAX. Dept. E-18.
PU 800 2049. Port Angeles, Washington
98362.

TRANSPORTATION
RUSMA-SCANDINAVIA. 5 weeks. 5387
inclusive London departures. Small,
international group camping travel. Ages
18-30 Also Europe. Africa. India; 3-11
wks Wrote whole Earth Travel, Ltd Box
1497 K C Mo 64141
EXPERIENCE EUROPE 4 to 10 wks fm
$220. Join our minibus loaded with guys
and gals from 7 English speekong counInes. Camp & communicate with
Europeans See Russia-Scan-GreeceTurkey & more Send for brochure Going
P106e5-513 422S Western L.A. Calif. Tel.
385-0012
CHARTER FUGHTIL Complete domeshc/internetional
programs
Contact
Craig. Student Set-sides West, Inc .235E
Santa Clare, *710 287-8301
WANTED: Ride or Rider to commute
front San Mateo. Daily Cali Arlyn 3459140

CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
Charter Flights International, call campus rep Barbara Nevins, 286-1198.
EUROPE’ ISRAEL - AFRICA
Student flights Student camping tours
throughout Eurpoe. Russia and Mexico.
Official SOFA agent for inter-European
student charter flights, including Middle
East, end Far East. CONTACT ISCA
11687 San Vicente Blvd al L.A. Calif.
90049 TEL, 12131 828-5660 826-0955.
EASTER & SPRING CHARTER PLIGHTS
TO N.Y. All flights leaving Oak. Round
trip-5176. Also Minneapolis. Limited
seats $55, each way. For flight into, contact Richard 274-4613 tater 5 pm.)
FLYING SOON? Well "It Pays To Be
Young With TWA Your TWA Campus
Representative Bill Crawford 1225-72821
can help you make your GETAWAY Fly
at 1.3 off with TWA Youth passport &take
up to 21 months to pay with a FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD Call 2878666 for information. 298-6000 for reservations or your local travel agent
EASTER CHARTERS TO MEXICO
9 days. 8 nights. met round trip sir fare,
hoist. all transfers plus extras
Mazatlan - $199
Puerto Valeria - $229
Acapulco - $299
For into . contact Richard 274-4613 (after
5pm )

LOST 8, FOUND
FOUND: Brown male puppy 9 weeks. No
ID. Found at Big Dipper Sandwich Shop.
Call 263-6179 evenings
LOST: Gold ID watch bracelet with
engraving "Felicia Janet Ward" on front.
Reward Call 226-4416.
LOST: Gold Ankh w/gold chain. betvm.
FE bldg in front of chapel. Lost Feb. 12.
Reward call 252-6304.
LOST: 2 Mar’s rings in JC restroom. ’67
Wilcox HS & gold n ng with simulated dlemond Sentimental value Cell 245-4379
or 114-0198 Reward offered

